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A new method, based on the exitation of the giant (spindipole) res-
onanes in harge-exhange reations, for studying the neutron-skin thik-
ness has been tested. For a preise experimental test the (
3
He,t) reation on
even Sn isotopes has been used. The results obtained are in good agreement
with previous neutron-skin thikness values provided by other experimental
and theoretial methods.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Ft, 21.10.Gv, 24.30.Cz, 25.55.Kr
1. Introdution
Although the possible presene of a neutron-skin in stable nulei has
been disussed sine the mid 1950s [1℄, there is no onsensus in the literature
about the denition of neutron-skin. A quantity whih is often applied to
haraterize the spatial extension of the neutron density is the dierene
between the neutron and proton root-mean square (rms) radii [2℄. In heavy
neutron rih nulei there are more neutrons than protons, whih implies an
exess of neutrons at large distane, i.e. the existene of neutron-skin. For
instane, the rms radius of the neutron distribution is larger than that of the

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protons by  0:2 fm in
48
Ca [3℄ and by  0:15 fm for
208
Pb [4℄. The rst






The orrelation between the neutron-skin thikness and the symmetry
energy has been reently disussed in theoretial studies of the neutron-rih
nulear matter [6℄. An aurate measurement of the neutron-skin thikness
may onstrain the density dependene of the symmetry energy.
A tool, based on the exitation of the SpinDipole Resonane (SDR) in
the (
3
He,t) reation was developed reently for studying the neutron-skin
thikness [7℄. In this paper we disuss a ritial test of the SDR method by
applying it to the tin isotopes.
2. Basi idea of the method
The isovetor spindipole resonane (L=1; T =1; S=1) an be strongly
exited in harge-exhange reations like (p; n) or (
3
He,t). This resonane









mediated by operator [rY
1
℄. The total L = 1
strength of the SDR is sensitive to the neutron-skin thikness [8,9℄. The fol-


































represent the rms radii of the neutron and proton
distributions, respetively. The S
 
SDR
strength, whih is proportional to
the (
3
He,t) ross setion, an be dedued from the experiment. The dier-
ene between the neutron and proton rms radii (R
np































is taken from the ontinuum RPA alulation [10℄,
 is a normalization onstant.
3. Experimental method
The experiment was performed at the Kernfysish Versneller Instituut
(KVI), Groningen. The
3
He beam was aelerated with the super-onduting





ally enrihed up to 68.3%99.6% with thikness of 4.7512.7 mg/m
2
were
used. Tritons resulting from the (
3
He,t) reation were deteted in the foal
plane of the Big Bite magneti Spetrometer (BBS) [11℄, whih was set at
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with respet to the beam diretion. The spetrometer onsists of two
quadrupoles (Q1 and Q2) and a large dipole magnet (D) as shown in Fig. 1.
The outgoing partiles were deteted with the two Vertial Drift Chambers
(VDCs) of the Foal Plane Detetor System (FPDS) onstruted within the
EuroSuperNova Collaboration [12℄. Measuring the horizontal and the verti-
al angles of inidene with this detetor system made possible to reonstrut
















































































Fig. 1. Shemati view of the Big Bite Spetrometer with the foal-plane detetion
system.
4. Results
A sample of the resulting triton spetra obtained for
124
Sn at dierent
triton sattering angles is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The measured spetra were deomposed into resonant and non-resonant
omponents, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The resonanes are desribed by the
Lorentzian shapes for the energy distribution involving three free parame-
ters: the entroid energy, the width and the height. The following relation-
































































































































































































































































































































Θ=  5mrad Θ= 25mrad













Fig. 2. (a) (
3
He,t) energy spetra for
124
Sn for dierent triton emission angles
(in mrad) as indiated in the gure. (b) The triton energy spetra taken at 
t
= 55
mrad. The solid lines in the spetrum represent the ts of the peaks for the SDR,





are used as free parameters. The other variables were
xed to the reommended values in Ref. [13℄.
The spetra olleted at dierent angles were tted simultaneously using
the same shape parameters for resonanes and for the bakground and only
the amplitudes were onsidered to be independent.
The relative ross setions of the dipole resonanes (dominated by the
SDR) ompared to that of the isobari analog state have been determined by
analyzing both the exitation energy and the angular distribution of tritons.




strengths of the Isobar







= N   Z : (4)
In the ase of nulei with neutron exess, S
+
IAS
= 0 beause of Pauli
bloking. Thus, the ross setion of the IAS is proportional to N   Z.
Based on the above proportionality, the relative ross setions of the dipole
resonanes along the whole Sn isotopi hain have been obtained as follows:

exp






The neutron-skin thiknesses were alulated from the ross setions
obtained from a tting proedure aording to Eq. (2). The values of








were taken from Ref. [14℄ and the  normalization onstant













Sn. The results obtained are ompared in Fig. 3
as a funtion of mass number. Previous experimental results and theoretial
values are also displayed in Fig. 3. By the predition of the dierent theoret-
ial alulations the mass dependene of the neutron skin thikness is very
similar. The relative values of the experimental data reprodue this mass


























































Fig. 3. Neutron-skin thiknesses of the Sn isotopes as a funtion of the mass num-
ber. The experimental values determined by the (p; p) [16℄, GDR [17℄ , anti-protoni
atoms [18℄ and SDR (at 450 MeV [7℄ and at 177 MeV) methods are shown as
full triangles, full squares, open triangles full stars and full dots with error bars,
respetively. The numbered full lines represent the following theoretial results:
(1) RHB/NL3, (3) RHB/NLSH, (5) HFB/SLy4, and (6) HFB/SkP alulations
performed by Mizutori et al. [2℄, (2) and (4) alulations performed by Lalazissis
et al. [15℄ and Angeli et al. [19℄, respetively.
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5. Conlusions
The new method based on the orrelation between the L=1 ross se-
tion measured in (p; n) type harge-exhange reation and the neutron-skin
thikness has been ritially tested. Normalizing the results for the rms ra-
dius of
118
Sn a good agreement ould be ahieved for the obtained thikness
values with all available theoretial preditions and previous experimental
data. This method an be used for a wide range of neutron-rih unstable
nulei.
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